POWER RECONSTRUCTION HISTORICAL BUILDINGS OF ODESSA – AS THE POSSIBILITY DEVELOPMENT INNOVATIVE TOWN-PLANNING ENVIRONMENT

Production development – complex process which includes scientific researches, designing engineering, experimentation and introduction new teachings in production. Control development is process influence on science officers, designers, experimenters, production workers for security of reaching the purposes of development. Difficulties of control development consist that participants of this process are quite often organizational divorced, work in the different organizations and structures.

The building organisation, as well as any other enterprise, passes certain life cycle (the law ontogenesis), that is included by a number of stages: creation, formation, work in a constant condition, development, liquidation. At each stage of function the enterprise essentially vary. In creation the enterprise does not work. The system which creates the given enterprise works.

Tendencies of economy a modern information society are that, which the science [1, c.29] becomes motive power innovative development of a society. For hi-tech, high technology, technically difficult goods and services the competitive potential is very important, as the enterprise, not capable to create the competitive goods in the future and services, it can appear in general the bankrupt. In the present it in the market can have competitive goods, but it a fruit of last works [2, s.21-22]. The concept covers «a town-planning heritage» both separate buildings, and large quarters, zones of the historical centers and a city as a whole. «The city is the integral of human activity materialized in architecture...». Such capacious definition to a difficult city organism was given by architect A.K. Byrov [3, c.103]. A new city – the instant phenomenon. Time having arisen, it becomes a historical category in the course of the development and is object of modern consideration. Value of a historical architecturally-town-planning heritage is defined by following positions [3, c.105]: architectural and town-planning achievements of last epoch are one of the major components of a historical and cultural heritage; history and culture monuments, the historical architecturally-spatial environment enriches shape of modern cities; presence of the developed ensembles causes aspiration to harmony with surrounding context.

According to varying social and economic conditions of a life in a city organism naturally die off old fabrics and are born new, therefore updating of cities occurs consistently, by replacement of an out-of-date supply available and gradual transformation by this basis planned structures in whole or its separate elements. The purpose of reconstruction and restoration of an architecturally-town-planning heritage is preservation of composite and aesthetic features of the historical city environment. Town-planning reconstruction is a purposeful activity on change before the generated town-planning structure, caused by requirements of development and perfection. The concept reconstruction of cities has double sense. On the first, it reflects development of the occupied places, improvement of their spatial organisation, proceeding long time. On the second, it is material result, a building condition at present. Only having understood these parties of reconstruction in their interrelation, it is possible to approach correctly to an estimation of problems...
and to establish methods of a reorganization of cities. Reconstruction – the continuous process which is passing in each city differently depending on the previous growth and modern requirements. It predetermines value of a city as historical phenomenon in which various epoch intertwine. And in a modern city organism its components [3...7] continuously change.

Before builders and architects there is an uneasy problem as reconstruction and the adaptation such objects under new functions should be spent taking into account all requirements and specifications on protection an architectural heritage and to have complex character taking into account prospects development all city, separate quarter and object. Carrying out reconstruction, it is extremely important to keep aesthetic and architectural qualities historical buildings, especially their facades. Therefore, the big attention it is necessary give reconstruction protecting designs.

For all protecting designs a building as a whole, first of all, it is necessary to develop the concept a thermal protection and to make the comprehensive list actions. It will help to make the decision concerning calculation parameters a thermal protection, a choice the sizes and carrying out separate actions for a thermal protection. For each constructive element there are various variants a thermal protection, and our problem – to choose most practical of them. At decision-making the estimation is made by following criteria: power efficiency and the importance within the limits of all complex actions for reconstruction; practical practicability with reference to an available building and risks of by-effects; improvement thermal characteristics, increase comfort and improvement appearance a building; cost and an estimation as a group received improvement quality.

Before the beginning planning power reconstruction it is necessary to be defined with quantity power consumption to which it is necessary to aspire. In an original form it is recommended to stop on an intermediate variant somewhere in between the improved building and "the passive house". Exact values will be defined within the limits of the further planning. Basically it is possible to choose both the maximum thickness of isolation, and minimum. The matter is that in parallel with thermal protection measures on decrease in consumption energy, including on hot water supply, other measures are planned for economic-household installations and the equipment and other needs also. The principle question demanding the answer, is put so: what expenses are demanded by realization this or that measure, and what economy energy it will allow to achieve?

At legislative level in Odessa operate: the Program of support of investment activity in territory of a city Odessa on 2016... 2018 [8] which acceptance is caused by necessity creation conditions for activization of the investment activity directed on improvement environment for conducting business and economic activities, improvement of the general macroeconomic indicators, as consequence maintenance of constant social and economic development of a city Odessa; and the Complex Program of development building in the city Odessa on 2013... 2018 [9] which is directed on the decision such basic problem questions town-planning sphere of a city Odessa as housing construction development, and also updating a technical condition of objects social appointment and an engineering-transport infrastructure.

Successfully to develop CSTC T-PPR it is necessary to consider changes in a control system of municipal economy, and the happened cardinal changes in economy. Especially it concerns problems with acceleration of technical updating of sphere of manufacture of building materials.

Reconstruction of historical building has the big social and economic value. Its primary goals consist not only in prolongation of service life buildings, but also in liquidation physical and an obsolescence, improvement conditions residing, equipment of residential buildings by the modern engineering equipment, increase operational characteristics and architectural expressiveness. In Odessa in a context of the international integration to standards power efficiency buildings city target programs operate: the City target program of inclusion of the central historical part of

As a result of an unsatisfactory condition of an available housing, an street-road system, engineering communications, deterioration of comfort of residing, and as a whole losses of integrity perception the historical environment in the central historical area the city, and also deterioration of tourist and investment appeal the city complex target program «Preservation of authentic building and development of the historical centre of Odessa» [12] is developed.

In town-planning is shown the tendency to integration, both in sphere of production of goods, and in management sphere; the expanded reproduction demands the further increase of level a division of labor, concentration and specialization of building manufacture, an intensification of an exchange of results is industrial-economic activities. As one of perspective forms of integration various complexes act in town-planning structure; in the course of formation of plans of social and economic development of large cities even more often there is a situation when for increase of efficiency used financial, material and a manpower concentration of efforts, but also new progressive forms of the organisation of building manufacture – corporate, scientific and technical is necessary not simply, power efficiency. We offer to create corporate complexes which have various scales, the purposes, structure (in town-planning reconstruction – Corporate scientific and technical complexes town-planning power reconstruction "CSTC T-PPR") [13…16].

Securities management personnel by the scientific and technical information (bibliographic, archival, is architectural-building) on reconstruction (restoration) of historical buildings are one of the most important functions control by development a complex town-planning power reconstruction. The availability of such information will allow at each stage (conceptual, financing organizations, design, organizations and realization construction and restoration works) more all full and qualitatively to define directions development and to realize objects in view.

The productions of function control selected on subsystems by development include control of technical, organizational, economic and social development. Necessary complex realization of these functions (the proportionality law). Experience shows, that single-sided development does not give notable effect if not it is accompanied by corresponding development of other subsystems connected with it. Development of forms the organisation industrial subsections directed on expansion and expedient junction specialization, a combination and concentration.

Control of development the organisation production on plants historical buildings of Odessa has for an object to ensure the co-ordinate, uninterrupted, rhythmic work all participants building process, and as outcome reduction terms reconstruction.
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